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V: , , ... ■ . - absihact ' . .

Drop-size distributions are derived from the records of a ■ 
vertically-pointed pulsed-Doppler radar.set on the assumption that 

. the.vertical air motion is negligibleo, Hiis assumption is shown to 
be valid for the casp' studied,' .v‘- , : :'v Z' . ■  '

•,,;. •'':■ ' From the .Dbppler .records measurements. of the sighaiy intensity 
are converted into drop-size distributions through use of the radar 
.equation. Distributions are calculated for'three different layers,

. 2000 to 2500 feet, 2500 to 3000 feet, and 3000 to 3500 feet. Simul
taneous observations of the drop-size; distribution at the ground, are 

' : made.by means of dye-,coated,filter paper, liien these distributions ' 
are compared to radar'measurements in the layer 2000 to 2500 feet, 
it is found that the slopes of the two curves are nearly identical 
provided a time lapse, of-about two minutes' is allowed between the ob
servations aloft: and those at the ground. '

■ • ' The distributions in the above mentioned layers are also com
pared to each other in space and time. It is found that the drop- 
size distribution, always, broadens with de creas ing' elevation. . This 
is attributed to coalescence of the falling rain drops as predicted 

• theoretically'byyMasM and Bamahadham (1954) and by Rigby et al. .
:: (1954) . Inconsistent changes. in. the liquid water content in space 
and time are ̂attributed to horizontal advection of liquid water. '
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INTRODUCTION

' . Radar has been defined as the art of detecting by means of 
radio echoes the presence'of objects, determining their direction and 
range, recognizing their character, "and:, employing the data thus ob- , 
tained. In meteorology the objects of interest dre usually water of 
ice particles. A large number of these particles of sufficient size 
will reflect a small amount of the transmitted energy hack to the' y;
• radar set. This reflected energy can then be detected and the azi
muth, range, and character of the reflecting particles can be recog
nized . . -' ■ /i , 1 ' -- ,

It is easy to determine the dimensions and position of'an 
echo but only broad scale properties, of the reflecting particles'can 
be recognized: with cbnventional radar tebs* Much .of, the effort in ■ 
radar meteorology today is devoted to devising new types of radar 
sets and new display systems that will give the. researcher more in
sight .into the character and number of reflecting particles. One 
recent advancement along this line was'Doppler radar. Doppler radar

■ distinguishes-betiflreeh.particles that are moving at different veloci
ties. , Since large particles fall faster than small ones, Doppler

, radar can tell, us something about the size'of the particles. Doppler 
radar can also be used to measure the horizontal and vertical air mo-

■ tions' within-,an' echo A y Ah Mpbrtant practical application of this is



, that it is now possible to. measure the air velocities, in violent 
storms such as tornadoes or hurricanes. . .

. 1 / The purposes of the thesis are twofold. A first purpose is - 
to outline the method. , to be used in calculating the drop-size distri
bution from the original records of a pulsed-Doppler radar built at 
' the University Of Arizona» Validity of assumptions involved are ex
amined to determine when and where reliable calculations of • the drop- 
size distribution can be made.

/ A second purpose is to examine a continuous set of distribu- ; 
tions for various levels below the cloud base, to determine how the •>

, drop-size distribution is modified in the vertical» The relative im
portance of a number: of .factors .that may ALbdigy the distribution such 
.as evaporationi coalescence and wind shear are examined.
: " . The Doppler principle as used in radar is analagous to the

Doppler principle for sound waves» If a group of scattering parti
cles moving relative to the radar set at1'velocity Vr5 reflects an 
.' electromagnetic, wave of frequency f-̂, the radar set receives a signal 
of frequency f̂  which is different from 1-̂, This difference is the • 
Doppler frequency. shift and is described by a simple equation, %

where.f^vis the;Doppler shift ahd A is the operating wave length 
of the radar set. If the particles are also moving relative to one 
another, as is the case of falling rain, then a Doppler frequency 
shift■;can be measured for each velocity. ’ V . . . ■



A pulsed-Doppler radar set has been built at the University 
of Arizona by the Applied Research Laboratory in co-operation with 
the Institute of Atmospheric Biysics for the purpose of studying pre
cipitation motion in clouds. The parameters of this radar set are 
given in table I, •

Table 1v--Main-p&ramet ers of'the pulsed-Doppler radar set built at ; 
the University of Ari&dna^ :̂ ̂ t ‘ , .. /

Peak transmitted power • - ■ - . '  - 20 kw _ ,
•l̂ nimum detectable signal '' 3 .2 x 10“; watts
Circular 'beam width '(to i: power .points)̂ :1.- #  ' 1.3 deg : ■
.Pulse length • ' h 38.1m
Tave length , 3«25 cm 
• Pulse repetition frequency: ' ■’ - PEE 4000 sec

, , ̂ e ',antenna of the radar set is pointed vertically 'and fixed .
in this1 po sit ion 5 thus - it .measure s: only- vertical,components of the 
particle Velocities. The radar set divides the velocity.spectrum up 
into a number of velocity channels separated from each other by a : 
velocity of- 2- n/sec. .Measurements of the received signal intensity - 
in each velocity channel are printed out on a sheet of facsimile 
paper 0 . ; , , ' :

; The radar, set. has a range gate system which allows the ob
server to make measurements at any 500 foot element of range that he, 
desires. ’ Since the antenna is pointed vertically an element of range 
corresponds to a layer in the a,tmosphere of depth 500 ft. The usual 
procedure..during, a. pun is to start with the range element 500 to '



1000 ft. above the ground, make measurements of the received signal 
. in volts in each-velocity channel, then move on to the next range 

- .blemegb:̂  1000 to 1500 ft. This procedure is carried out to a height 
where the signal becomes, too weak to measure. ' ' : :

1 ; ' l: The display system' also includes an A-scope showing the total
received', signal in all velocity channels as a function of height. A 

'/ilbip^relbf the ATScobe is'/ show ih' figure 1, .
,: :■ facsimile record is shown in figure 2. - in enlarged diagram, of the 
, . facsimile sheet (figure 3) shows one sweep from. 500 to 10,000 ft.

. The length of each line in any velocity channel is proportional to , 1 

the voltage received in that channel.. The entire sweep from $00 to .
10,000. ft. takes less than one minute to run through.

Unfortunately, at the time of these measurements a calibra-
" tion of the lengths of the lines in voltages was not possible, thus .

we can only say that the length of each line is proportional to the
.



' :■..CHAPTER 1 ... ■:
BISIG Etoto JBliCIEESS' V ": v /

/. For our purposes the radar equation for a group of scatter-
ers filling the.beam can be written as ' ' .V ■

In this equation R_ is the average power received,, |K| ̂ is a 
function of th.e :cpinplex index of refraction̂  and is relatively •' ;
constant if the particles :are' either all water or all ice.
is the diameter of a single reflecting particle and r is the range 
of the reflecting 'particles. depends on the properties of.the. 
fad'ar ,'setl̂  ' ahy given' radar.

. From equation (2) it can be seen that one merely has to 
look up the value of |K| •in order to calculate the back scat
tered energy from a .water or ice sphere. However, in the vicinity 
of the;„0. C isotherm, particles are likely, to be only partially 
melted1 yihe back-scattered energy then is likely to be somewhere 
between that for. all ice and that' for all water. ' . 1

/ ' When a large snowflake begins to melt it seems likely that 
a homogeneous mixture' of water and ice wiltire suit. Ryde (1946) 
calculated the back-scattering' cross sections for homogeneous



mixtures of water and ice. Tfaeti snow.pellets' or hail particles begin 
to melt it seems more likely that a. thin film of water will develop 
on. the outside of a core of solid ice, Langleben and Guian (1952) 
calculated the back-scattering cross sections for such particles at 
various stages of melting. The result's of the work by Langleben and 
Gunn and by Hyde are shown in, figtire 4- . :The-vertical axis is the ra
tio of the back-scattering cross section of the particle to the back- 
scattering cross section of a water sphere of the same mass. The 
horizontal'axis 'is thevratib. of the mass of water to the total mass. 
It can be seen that a thin coating of water on the outside of a fro
zen sphere will increase appreciably. - ;
; Mon-spherical particles have -different, back-scattering pro-
, parties than spherical particles.- Atlas et al. (1953) have calcu
lated the back scattering properties of oblate and prolate, spheroids. 
.It ..is. obvious from'-their results .that" water-particles with, large 
axial, .ratios' 'can back' scatter many times the energy that their spher
ical.: counterparts- can. Fortunately, small raindrops are near spheri- 
’. cal in shape and their back-scattering, properties can be assumed to 
be the same as spherical drops..- Very large raindrops falling at 
their terminal velocities have oblate shapes and may have' axial ra
tios that differ significantly from unity. , . ; . -

Back-scattering properties.of melting non-spherical particles 
are at least partially responsible for a commonly observed phenomenon. 
Observations with a vertically scanning radar during steady ' , - -



: . precipitation usually reveals a. large increase in signal intensity
, near the; 0°C isotherm« This phenomenon has been called the "bright

bind" or "melting layer =11 • It is generally attributed to the follow- 
' ing factors: l) Differences between'the back spattering cross sec-

p' tions of' ice iand' water;, 2) Differences .in the particle concentrations 
caused by differences in terminal Velocities as particles melt,
3) Growth;of particles by condensation and coalescence5 4) Shape

. , effects. •' tii-.figure 5 the bright band is well defined .at 6000 feet.
Because of the unknown shape'effects above and in the bright band 

•• "• plus- the unknown contributions of each of .the above factors in the
- 'bright band intensitŷ '•it'ris ; diffieult to .imke calculations, with, the 
radar equation in these regions. However/ below the bright band the 

•: falling,raindrops are nearly spherical in shape, ;. (Kj ;is known, and" . 
;■ . equation-. (2)" can be used as it stands. ■ > t'



THE DHOP-SIZE DISTRIBUTION.

' ' ;'•' .Knowledge, of the drop-size distribution above and.below the 
.cloud base' and at the.ground will shed some/ light on the nature and 
intensity of precipitation processes, A history of drop-size distri
butions reveals how drops grow by accretion and coalescence and how 
and when drops break up. Any detailed "theory of precipitation pro
cesses. should predict the nature of the drop-size distribution at any 
level»/ If the distributions can then be measured, • one has a way of 
evaluating the aecuracy of the theory. '

•A great deal of effort has been devoted to the measurement of 
the distribution of rain drops with Size. Numerous quite accurate 
methods of measuring the distribution at the ground have been devised 
but most attempts to.make {measurements above the ground have, been 
proved to be'complicated and generally inaccurate. • '

, A very simple: method of measuring ;the distribution at the 
ground consists of using a water-soluable dye dusted on an absorbent 
sheet;of, filter paper. . Itien the filter paper is exposed to the. rain 
for a.. short. period'pf .titiiev, A number of colored spots collect on the 
paper. A relationship can be found between the diameter of each spot 
and the diameter of the corresponding raindrop. By classifying the 
drops into size groups and counting the number in each group one can



arrive at the drop-size distribution« This method has the advantage 
of being simple, inexpensive,, and quite accurate, but the counting of 
• the large number of spots is a laborious and tedious procedure»

Another method of measuring the distribution at the ground 
, makes use of a large tray filled to a depth of about one, inch with 
■ loose flour=' Wien•the rain falls into the flour little "dough balls" 
are formed which, after drying,, can be classified and counted in a - :■ 
similar way to. the: spots on the,filter paper. The difficulty is the 
same as with filter paper— a long, tedious counting and classifica-̂  
tion process. ; v, "" '
;: .. Various electronic . and optical systems have been devised to
measure the"drop-size distribution, Some have-been attached to bal
loons and airplanes to Measure the distributions aloft• but the inac
curacies arising from trying to measure the number of drops in a 

, given volume of air with a moving instrument make the results ques
tionable, ’ ' i =

,<f . : . first attempt -to measure- the. drop-size distribution with
pulsed-Dopplef radar is. outlined by Boyenval (i960). By means of a 
vertically 'pointing- pulsed-Doppler radar set .he made .measurements 
during.the passage of a deep cyclone, over the British Isles and cal- " 
culated the resulting drop-size distributions. Much of Boyenval's 
paper is devoted to an outline of the. method of calculation of the 
drop-size distributions from the radar .data. His basip-outline of 
the method of calculation will be used in this paper. .



. Two other investigators have made measurements of drop-size
spectra, with Doppler, radar -. .Prpbertr’Jones:":(l960):.5 using "the same 
radar set: as Boyenval,. made , some measurements, in a warm-frontal rain 
over the British Isles« Roger and Pilie (1962) made a few measure- , 
ments with Doppler radar in Hew Mexico« . The results of their . " •
measurements will be discussed in Chapter 4»



.■ ' v  , ■ : CHAPTER 3 . ;

CALCULATION 01' THE DEOl̂ SIZE LlSpiBlJTlON ON HECEMBBE ,15, 3,961

: . v -llntertdlie' rai^ over Southerti Arizona are typically of the 
slow And 'steady type associated with deep troughs in the westerlies 
or closed' circulations aloft. On December ±5, 1961, a mg;jor trough 
was,present on the west ooast with associated .south-westerly flow\ 
over ArizoW. 1 The. 600 mb situation for 1200 Z (0$00 1ST) is shown in 
figure 6, Rainfall was quite, general across the Stâ e with stations 
above 6000 ft M5L receiving considerable snow. V:'." rK;' ' ;'v

Tucson the United States Weather Bureau located 7l miles 
south of the University of Arizona reported ’ steady light rain from . 
0148 to 1530- MST. Hourly rainfall amounts at the Weather Bureau are , 
shown below. The Seather Bureau also reported a stratocumulus :

Table 2.— Hourly rainfall amounts as reported by the United States . 
Weather Bureau at Tucson, Arizona. ‘ '

' - ■■ ' ■ Rainfall y : '
' : 0900-1000. • 0,02 in ' 0.51 am

■ . . . looo-llbo ' 0.03 in ' 0.71 mm
' ' ' . 0%. "-1100-1200: ': in:: 0.71 mm -V

, -h;: ' 1200-1300 , , .i .; 0.08..in ... ; 2.03 mm. . . . . , ., a:
1300-3400 ' ' 0.10 in 2.54 mm



■ overcast at 3000 ft. above the station with some lower fracto-cumulus . 
along the mountains. '/ '

' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ .  ' ' .

. . From data given by' Gunn .and. Kinzer (1949) a relationship can
; be found between drop diameters and terminal velocities. Table 3 '. 

list's .drop diameters corresponding to the velocities measured by the : 
Doppler radar. • '' ' ''

. Table 3«— -Relationship of drop diameters to terminal' velocities»
From Gunn and Kinzer5 "The Terminal-Velocity of Fall for Water Drop
lets in Stagnant Air-". . . - ,

Drop Diameter (mm) ' .• Terminal Velocity (rVsec)

■ - ■ ■ W - : * -  ■- : ; ■

- ■ ■■■ r . :  ..?■ ■ -■ - \

' r' . ' V The data of Guhn and Kinzer was determined experimentally at 
a pressure of. 1013 mb -and at ,.a temperature of 20 0. A small error is 
introduced by using these. values at 5000. ft above sea Ibyel where : 
most of .the': measurements of the drop-size distribution were made „
This error is smaller than the pleasuring capabilities of the radar 

. and it was decided to neglect it and use the experimental data of 
vlhPuhri ahd.Kihter directly. ■ '-hr - - f  ■

Since each velocity channel, corresponds to a particular drop
, '-VV'- ; : : I'-.-' -I:-. y.','- ' :. size, equation (2) can.-be rewritten for each velocity channel in the



where" M. denotes the number of drops of diaraeter per unit volume 
and is the average power received from those drops. The con
stant C contains |Kj 7 as well as a term depending. on the gain of 
the" radar set. On December. 15<> 19615 .the gain was not independent ' 
of range„ Thus we must rewrite equation (3) in the form, ■: „

; v;;' ' / r2f(r) ^  .i " ,
where, f (r) is a known function of range'. . . ' -, , - 1 ..

As was indicated earlier the data from the pulsed-Doppler 
"radar •set vis in;the .f0rm-;Q'f a number, v̂ , ; proportional to the . 
voltageo - Bĵ ŝ̂ aring ■; this; quaritit^w new quantity propor- ■, ,
tional to the power returned in watts= .Substitution into equation 
(4) results in fr-/

' V i 2 ’ (5)
- r 2f(r)

where - i s  .an unfcnowh■ constant which includes CL. .Solving for



Thus* from the radar data* it is not possible to determine 
the. actual humber bf^rops of each Csizê in given, volume of air* but 
a plot of %/N0 versus yields the raindrop-size distribution.

3». Assumptionso. . ' ' ,/■ , ' , :v' ■
• In order to calculate the drop-size distribution from the ra
dar data two basic assumptions had to be made. First it was assumed 
that the particles are spherical in shape» : 'Large/raindrops may have 
.oblate shapes. Thus the signal from oblate drops of diameter of say*
4 mm* .may be larger than wpuld be expected.from' spherical
.counterparts.. This has•been neglected in the calculations but it 
should be kept in mind that the number of drops inferred to have this 
size is probably too high. . ' -

AAvery fundamental assumption is that the vertical velocity ■ 
of the air is much less than 1 ay sec. This assumption1 is, necessary, 
in order to' allow the use of the Gunn and. Kinzer data on terminal 
velocities for still air. The validity of this assumption is sup- ■ 
ported by a number of.factors: • 1

', 1) Mature of the precipitation. In order for clouds and pre-
cipitation to exist some sort of vertical motion is necessary 

' V For showers and thunderstorms the area of the updrafts and .
. downdrafts are' local— on the order of a few miles across. The

, associated vertical velocities' of' these storms are on the
order of several meters, per second.. However* for widespread



■ steady precipitation associated with large scale storm systems
the updrafts are on the order of a few centimeters per sec
ond. It is obvious that a superimposed vertical velocity of .

’ say, 10 cm/sec will not significantly distort a velocity
spectrum of 1 to 9 m/sec. : - , " ■ , ; '

, ’ ■ .2) Existence of, a bright band. On December 15, 1961, a
, bright band was visible just:below the freezing level during . 
the entire four hours that the radar set was running.' Mod- 

:■t - erate or strong vertical velocities will carry water parti- 
V. cles through the freezing level, and act to destroy the .

bright band. ' ’ v. •p v: V . ' ' ' 1 \ : :
; 3) Absence of'.particles moving at -1 n^sec. Sincethe '
■ . smallest particles detectable by the radar set'fall at about ■

0.5 to 1.0 rt/sec relative to the air, a 1 nVsec or 2 m/sec .
:'y ' .updraft will cause these particles, to be moving at about . . . :-

■ I-'n/sec' away • from the'rad^v.-s'̂t'.'/.̂.Ov̂radar set is capable of 
detecting • particles moving away from the' radar. set as well' as. 

fv; v. those moving toward it. During the entire four hours that 
the radar was running there was,nb detectable signal in the 

, v- -1 m/sec velocity channel indicating that no particles were •
1 .  being carried upward at 1 m/sec. It can be concluded that' .

updrafts ;on the' order of meters per .second were completely : 

nboent. ' : ' w  :  ̂ .vv̂ v. /



'r 4 ,-v ; , ■' ;, '

V ■ ;■ • EBATUHES QF THE'OBbB-SlZB: DlSffilBUTltiES ' ' ■

- v y, Continuous Doppler' records are available on December 15,
196l5 between -llOO and 1500. MSI- i. number of balculations of the , 
drop-size distribution were made for various times during the four 
hour period- A typical distribution calculated for 1230 MST in 
the layer 2000 to 2500 ftis shown in: •figure ̂  The ordinate is ' .• 
in units of number per dnit volume: %  the volume is unknown.
The slope of the distribution: curve is nearly logarithmic with a 
slightly steeper slope for drops larger than 2.25 mm in diameter.
. This flattening.;of,' the curve in the small and medium drop-sizes is 
more pronounced at other times. The maximum number of drops per 
volume is generally found at the smallest size ranges measurable.
'One 'eannot tell what:happens, to 'the distribution:'below 0.72 mm 
except that the curve must necessarily go through' a maximum some- 
where between O.72 mm and'O.OQ mm;.

... A number of empirical formulas for the drop-size distribu
tion have been proposed: Laws and Parsons (1943)Marshall and
Palmer (1948)3 and Best (1950). Most frequently cited is the 
empirical expression proposed' by :#rShall and Palmer, ■

%  ' ' : ■■■ (7)

16.'' I - \ . 'V '



where N,dD.is the himber of , drops per unit volume having diameters , 
between B and: D ̂  db, is a constant equal to 8 x and
A  - where R is the rainfall rate in mm/hr. A plot of the

• Mar̂  -ibr' Wihtoll. rates df 1 aim/hr} 2 mm/hr̂
3 mo/hr, and 5 mm/hr are shown in figure 8. The slope of the drop- 
size distribution, curve ih figure -7 roughly corresponds to the - 
Marshall-Palrner curve for a 3 mrn/hr rainfall rate =

, . Considerable departureŝ  based on measurements made' at the 
ground5 from the larshall-Palmer type of distribution are noted by 
many authors. Hardy and Dingle (i960) noted that their measurements 
for a cold-frontal shower often showed large departures from the 
llarshailrPalmer dlstributlonplh :the smaller size ranges „ ' Mueller and 
Jones (i960), in some measurements in'Florida for a number of synop- 
tic situations found-that the' maximum number, of drops often occurred 
near a diameter of 1,5mm. This is certainly not in agreement with ' 
the Tucson measurements. Of course it would be expected that the 
.JMarshall̂ palmer' equation,to down at small drop diameters
since it predicts 8 x •10̂  drops/m̂  at a diameter of zero, which is 

impossible, :■ : , ' ' ' : ' :8
The measurements oyer the, British' Isles with Doppler radar by 

Boyehval (I960) and Erobert-Jones (i960) revealed nearly logarithmic 
.ydistribupiphs at all levels. Ihe distributions they obtained during 
wam-frontal rains were generally very narrow. Also, they found that 
the maximum number of drops generally occurred at very sma.11



diajnet-ers-̂ -less than; 0»’5 W  . ̂
• From his measurements of the xirop-size, distribution Brobgrt- 

Jones inade calculations of the vertical flux of liquid water as a - ' 1 

-1 functipn,of height. Be found that the flux was not always constant 
; with heiglit ̂ '' Hin; these; cases 'he concluded that the fundamental as
sumption that the vertical air motion is hegligible was violated and 
\the drop-size :distributions were in error. Biis is not necessarily 
: eorreict :as will lie ; show ;in Chapter, 5? : • /' .//I . r  ̂ ;

Rogers and Pilie (1962) used a Doppler radar to make measure
ments of the drop-size distribution during, light rain- in New Mexico, 
They also found very narrow, distribution' curves with a steep slope.

I v l -. ,,,Tĥ the :. •
drop-size distribution are noted by different investigators. The 
distributions seem to be dependent on the synoptic classification of 
the precipitation5 locality of the observations5 and the time of year 
that:the:observations' were made. In generaly most investigators found 
that the distributions were nearly logarithmic for medium size drops, 
but considerable departures from': the; &rshall-palmer type of distri
butions were observed among the small and large drops. This also 
seems to be the case in the distributions from the Doppler radar in .-

:«cac„. ;■';iV  ̂ :. ;;- i "
A number of dye-coated filter sheets were, exposed to the rain 

on December 15. The sheets were exposed for a period of five seconds 
nand:calculations of the drop-size distributions were made.; These



distributions were then compared to radar measurements in the lay
er 2000 to 2500 ft. 'It was found that for most cases the slopes ,
' of the. distributions measured at the ground were very close to the 
slopes of the radar distributions at 2000 to 2500 ft., if a time ; 
lapse of about 2 minutes was allowed ’between' the■observations 
aloft and those at the ground. Shis cah,be seen for one case in 
figure %  .Here the 'radar distributions at frame: 100 (1230,2 MSS) 
is superimposed, for the best fit, on fhe filter sheet distribu
tion at the ground taken at frame 102.9 (1232,7 MSS). The slopes 
of the distributions are nearly the same except for the largest 
drops. Discrepancies in the number of largedrops are not too 
surprising since the short. exposure- time of the filter sheet makes 
the sample size too small to make an accurate count of the very 
few large drops. - , ' I
■ ' ; 'Withthese encouraging results it was decided that an
apprcctijrafion'to H ,, In equation (6) could be made by equating the 
number of'drops jOf each - Size at 2000 to 2500 ft, to the number obr 
served at'the ground. Equation (6) can be rewritten as;

■ . -

if D is in units of meters then the, quantity v. 2r2f(r) /fl.6 j_s
!in units of. T/vBttSyZm * s' must hsivo ths units of m.2>/ws.tt in - opdop
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for N. to be in units of bl~3> ■ By equating the quantity oh:the right 
to the number of drops observed at the ground for a number of obser
vations an average value for Nq of 3 x icr̂ 1"* m̂ /watt wns obtained„
It must, be'stressed that this is only an approximation and the abso
lute number of drops of each size may be slightly in error,

; 'V:;'/: Measurements of the distribution of raindrops on December 15 s
1961j are limited to a narrow altitude range. The maximum- height for 
which drop-size distributions can be calculated is limited by the 
..bright .band...Ihe unknown contributions of■ npn-spherieal particles 
and partially melted ice particles'in the bright band would make the 
calculations in error.- Above the bright band there is the problem of 

" non-spherical snob particles .In addition to only limited knowledge of ' 
’ ::;the; terminal velocity of snowflakes. % plot of thê  total normalized 

echo power versus altitude on a moving X-axis (figure 10) shows that 
the bright band did not change altitude very much during the one hour 
period for which most of the measurements were made. The maximum in
tensity is generally found at a height of about 4000 ft. This is 

r consistent with: the..freezing,level reported by the United States. ; 
.'leather Bureau at Tucson Municipal iirpqbt, of 6900 ft. above sea 
level. Most of the effects of the bright band can be eliminated by 
limiting the calculations to the region below a height of 3500 ft. 
h); ■ • Because of basic difficulties in the radar/ measurements of ..

: . the echo strength at close ranges were considered unreliable. For 
ranges closer than 1600 ft. thegain of the radar set, f (r), was



' '

■unknown. Thus our drop-size distributions ..were limited to three lay
ers '2G00 to-2500 ft., 2500 to 3000 ft., and 3000 to 3500 ft. •



; : V; ,.' ; SHAMS IN; DB0B-SI2|; DISffilBHfION WITH 
.. , HEIGHT AND TIME

v To get" some idea of how .the drop-size, distributions . change in 
space and time <, calculations of the drop-size distribution were made 
for three differpht layers, 2000 to 2500 ft., 2500 to 3000 ft», and 
3000 to 3500 ft.s during a one hour period beginning at 1155 MST. 
During this period the gain of the radar set was held constant so 
that curves could be compared in time. Calculations were made for 
. every fifth sweep,.through.:;the cloud or about every 4.4 minutes. The 
results of the calculations are plotted-in figure 11.

■ Before examining these results let us.look at some of the ' 
factors that might affect;the drop-size distribution in falling rain 
between the cloud base and the ground. If we"assume a completely . 
steady-state, i.e., precipitation being formed continuously in the 
cloud at the same rate over a large area,; then the drop-size distri
bution : will still undergo, mod if i catioii in the vertical be cause of ■ 
evaporation and. coalescence and drop break-up. Non-steady-state ■- 
changes Such as variations.in the rainfall intensity or vertical mo
tion will also affect the.,distr£bu.tions»



lo'Tne. Drop-Size Distribution during Steady-States =
As raindrops fall out 'of the cloud base into regions where 

the air is not saturated, they. will.begin to evaporate, The larg
est quantity of liquid water will be evaporated from the bigger 
drops because of their large surface area, but the biggest changes 
in drop diameter occur among the smaller drops. Gunn and Kinzer 
(1951) give the following expression for the mass evaporation of

dM. = AB = 
dt - ^

D (f *8 ) (?)

.ftiere?
D = coefficient of diffusion 

'' r “.drop radius ■ ' "Vv ' :
s = equivalent thickness of the transition shell outside

" 1 of the. drop ' . ' ■ •
F = a dimensionless factor

= -saturated vapor- .density at the surface of the drop
ffo = vapor density of the environment ; '

Letting M = 4Tf rft and subsequent differentiation yields;
- ... 3 ■ ■ ■ ^

• dr _ :: ' AB'. ‘
dt , u W W f i  ' , (19)

' • Imai (I960) made a number of measurements of the drop»size
. distimb^ion At: the, grpund. using filter paper lany of his curves 
showed a maximum number of drops near 0.5 mm diameter with .a sharp , 
decrease in the number of drops smaller than this size. Starting



■ with the - logarithmic Mar shall-Palmer distribution, at the freezing 
- '' : , level) Imai, using the Gunn and. Kinzer equation) calculated, the ef-

: feet of evaporation on the drop-size distribution between the freez-
ing level and the ground„ He concluded that evaporation would1have 

V : the effect of shifting the peak in the drop-size distribution curve 
toward larger drops. : v "v : \ ^

.As raindrops' fall they often collide with one another because 
of differences in terminal velocities. "Ihen two raindrops.collide. 
they tend to coalesce to form a new raindrop of a larger size. The . . 

:' 1 , long term effect of this process is to increase the number of large
v :  v drops and deplete the number of smaller drdps . . .
, v ■ ■ Mason and Hamanadiiam (1954) have made calculations of the

combined effects- -of coalescence, and evaporation in falling rain.'
. Their calculations are based on a coalescence efficiency of 1 (all -
■ : : •’ collisions result ;ln: Coalescence)) a mean humidity bf 90 per cent)

. and a mean temperature of l5°C, The results' of their calculations 
are shown in figure 12. Curve (a) is, ah assumed logarithmic distri- 

•: butlon. just below the .melting level.: Curve (b) is the‘Calculated ',
distribution at a level 2 km below (a). taking into account the com
bined effects of. coalescence and evaporation. As one can see the A; 
combined effects tend to decrease the slope, of the drop-size distri- 

: bution curves. Rigby,, et' al. (1954)) in a similar type of analysis
' .' also concluded that the combined effects of coalescence and evapora

tion was to broaden the’, drop-size distribution.
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2. 1 Non-Stead.y-State Changes in the Drop-Size Distribution.; '
, . Once a steady-state has been established the drop-size dis

tribution at any individual altitude should not change vd-th time. •
■; Precipitation is formed continuously in the cloud and the distribu
tion of raindrops .at the cloud base remains constant» •Some mechanism 
. such as evaporation and coalescence will then systematically alter .
. the drop-size- distributlon-Cp'the':SlbtribUti©ns' at lower altitudes ■v"

1 ■ ; remain constant with time. ;/ /• ' ,
‘ " -;i Non-steady-states result from two major influences'which are 

, ' not altogether' independent of one another./ •Firstly, differential , 
vertical.motion tends to concentrate drops at one elevation and de
plete them at another. It will be seen later that large magnitudes ■

' I ’ of the vertical velocity, much more than would be expected for a 
large scale, storm system, are necessary to appreciably alter the 
drop-size distribution. , . \ . ^

v ; / : Secphhly, changes' in the; hainlall intensity can account for
• differences in the- drop-size distribution in space. If the vertical 

. ■ ■ velocity of the air is small compared to the- terminal velocity of the 
■. ; falling'.dfbprs, then an observed change in the rainfall intensity will
: > mean that the number of drops of some size range has changed. ' When 
. ; these time changes are transferred into 'space.changes,. instantaneous 
: J:' \ Obaer% the -distributipns.'wlli differ in the vertical.' , - . ':
' : ' Use of radar in large'scale storm systems has shown that sup-
" ;' :pbsed3jF: bontinuoussteady precipitation is usually not uniform in



intensify at; dll* Figure 5 shows a h eight - f itte re cor d of; a yerti- ' • , 
■ cally-pointing' radar taken during, a so-called steady rain. It can be , 
seen, that the precipitation• intensity is not'uniform at any height—  
even the bright band goes through,large, fluctuations in intensity. 
Mason and Ramanadham- (1954) noted that the size distributions observ- 
- ed. at the gfbdnd -are:'seldom̂ the'/̂  to (b) in
figure 12, but are characterized by considerable irregularity. They 
note that these irregularities are probably not because of modifica
tion of the distributions by evaporation or coalescence but because 
of non-steady-state .changes such as fluctuations in the rainfall

. . : ; V -  : ; -
'Gunn and Marshall (1955) have.'shovm that sorting of the drops • 

. of different sizes by wind shear may have significant effects on the 
drop-size distribution. They indicate that the largest drops will 
arrive at the ground closest to the cloud base while' the smallest 
drops'arrive 'furthest away. _ It is:obvious that if it were:hot for 
variations in rainfall intensity this effect would not be present. :

3« Changes of the Drop-Size Distribution on December 15, 1961.
Two techniques were used to determine to what extent a 

)sfeadŷ state, su^; aŝ wevihave' described, existed on December 15,
1961. . First a plot of. the total echo intensity (normalized to , / 
'2250. ft.) against height, was made to simulate the effect of the 
height-time record of figure 5; a moving X-axis was used. ■ The



results of tiiis analysis (figure 10) shows that there are-large fluc
tuations ‘in the signal.intensity at. all elevations. Frames 60 to 75 
show. a., relatively strong bright band. with, a rapidly decreasing signal 
above .andirb.̂ low it, , It frame 80.:hh: obvious % change takes place with a 
■#eaker bright band and a more nearly constant signal strength below 
it, This holds true through frame 95= In frames 95 to 100 the gen
eral signal strength .increases again with a stronger bright band. In 
frames 105 to 115 the relative signal strength is quite weak and rel-. 
atiVely 'nQhstaht' mth’.height. , .. V t. t v ;. v

Calculations were made of.. the. liquid water content and the 
flux of liquid water through the layers 3000 to 3500 ft. and 2000 to 
..•2500 ft. These calculations are probably slightly in error because 
they depend upon our approximation to 1\L, but the liquid water con- 
, .tents -will only be used qualitative!^ W  - whether. a steady-
state exists or not. : :; ; -
. . From frames' 60 to .75 the liquid water content decreases by a
factor of 2 to 10 between 3000 and 2000 ft. This change can be ac
counted for by the large number of drops at 3000 to 3500 ft. in the 
0.72 to 2.00 mm diameter: range, compared to the number in the layer 
2000 to 2500 ft. (figure 11). Here we can visualize that a cloud 
yielding a higher precipitation rate has just moved overhead. The 
large number of drops at 3000 ft. is being carried out of the narrow 
radar beam (58 ft. at 2500 ft. range) by the time they reach the lay
er .2000' to 25OO .ft. To test"this explanation5 an order of;magnitude



analysis in the continuity equatidh. involved was undertaken. If 
we start with a constant : densityvof liquid,;watdr at the cloud base 
then the continuity equation for•the local change in the liquid 
water content,  ̂at", some lower altitude can be written as;

■ : ■- I-' (11)

nvhere, ^  - is "the vector velocity, of the drops and E is loss due 
to evaporation. Assuming that the drops are. carried along- in the 
horizontal, at the speed of the wind and the-vertical velocity of 
the drops is the difference between the vertical velocity of. the 
air and the terminal velocity of the drops (ITf), subsequent expan
sion yields; ... : ;

. - ' f e  - ' f e 1

: ' . - : (12) 
S B  - o

Considering only the drops falling at a terminal velocity, 
of 5 rn/sec (D -= 1.33 mm) we can make the following order of magni
tude estimates based on observations of the liquid water contents 
on December. 15 and an assumed updraft of about 10 on/sec.
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7 x 1G"4 g/ltt4

3% ^  3 x 10"6 g/m̂ /sec
St

^ 10”̂  sec-1
Sx S y

@W ^  2 x 10-4 sec-1 
3 &

9^ ^  JSL -v 3 x 10-4 g/m4
ax .' 9y .-•■ ; ' ' ■

Vr 5 m/sec

Dividing through by V, in equation (12) and rearranging terms 
yields?

(13)

H('-f) = in + fe ttif
! _  - r- .. I I ,   1 L- L . I . , 7  »
s.s » K r i y m ’ <* lerf^A*

+ _@Lisc m i #  - + X l &  4- E-
X* d z, . X- 9X > X- 3y NLt-  , : : ■ 1_— 1-! , t__  t I ■ T

Neglecting smaller order terms in equation (13) we get;



From this equation vre see that the "/observed changes in the liquid wa
ter contents in the vertical can be accounted for by horizontal ad- 
yectioh of liquid wdterl :The evapofatioh term varies over a large 
range of magnitudes and can be as large, as pQ if the humidity is 
low. Howeverj, evaporation tends to raise the relative humidity, upon 
which it itself is critically dependent, so that after a short period. 
of time the evaporation term becomes negligible.

We also can see that changes' in w through a vertical distance 
of less than 1000 ft.• must be of.the order of meters per second in 
order for it to become an important modifier of the drop-size distri
bution. Kessler (1959), (l96l) also found that the vertical velocity 
differences must be at least as large as the terminal velocity of the 
falling drops in order to concentrate significant amounts of liquid 
water at; any partihular level. . v
. At frame SO an obvious change has taken place. The number of
'small drops in the 2000 to 2500 ft. layer has increased while the 
number of drops of all sizes in the 3000 to 3500 ft. layer has de
creased. The liquid water fluxes indicate that the precipitation ■ 
rates at the two levels are almost equal. Here we. can imagine that 
•the heavier cloud has moved past overhead but some of the drops are 
being carried back into the radar beam at 2000 ft. by wind shear.
■ This.nearly steady precipitation rate at all levels holds through 
frame 95 and this period turns out to be the nearest approach to a 
steady state.that we have during the entire one hour period. :



During the period represented by frames 100 to 115 the pre
cipitation rate at 3000 ft. is .generally less than that at 2000 ft. 
although there are. a number of short period fluctuations that are 
difficult 'to explain. .I-- v, : V : ; '

To the extent that a steady-state exists from frames 80 to 
95,.we can make,a qualitative analysis of the effects of evapora
tion and coalescence. By means of equation (10) calculations were 
made of the instantaneous evaporation rates of drops. A mean rela- 
tive. humidity of 85 per cent as shown by the radiosonde observation 
at 0412 MST was assumed. Since it had been raining, for several 
hours, the value of 85 per cent is probably too low. The results 
are listed in the table .beloŵ i lp ./iP-T'Pt p

Table 4»— -Effect of evaporation on falling raindrops.

Distance of ■ Fall in dr/dt(mm/min)
. One Minute..(ft) ,
: ;fv/' 230 . 0.20

• v. 6a ' 0.15 '•
1010 ' •'a 0.10 ■

Although these evaporation rates are instantaneous values they do 
give us some idea about which drops might be mostly affected by 
evaporation. It can be1 seen that only the smallest drops will be 
appreciably modified. These results> . coupled with those of Imai, 
indicate that the effect of evaporation on that region of the drop-.

Diameter (mm)

0.3
L-aoW

1.4



size distribution beyond 0,7 mm diameter probably niere too small to 
detect during the period represented by frames 80 to 95= ' :

' Consider -now the modifications in the'drop-size distributions 
by coalescence. According to the data shown in figure 12s the com
bined. effect of coalescence and evaporation is to deplete the number • 
of drops of diameter lessythan.,! mm diameter and to increase the num
ber of larger drops. Since our curves begin at 0»72 mmy the deple
tion of small drops is not obvious» .From frames 80 to 95 the number ■ 
of drops from about 0.72 to 1.33mm isrelatively constant but the 
number of drops of larger diameter increases with decreasing height. 
Thus the theoretical results of Mason ahd Ramanadham are generally 
supported by the Doppler.radar observations i. Since Mason and • 
Hainanadham's considerations were for a fall of 2 km, we would expect : 
the modifications in our curves (a fall of.about 300 meters) to be r 
somewhat less.: This is also seen to be true. Even in frames where 
we concluded that a;steady-stafe' did npt exist we find the drop-size 
distribution generally broadens with decreasing heights. This is also; 
probably an effect of coalescence/ '



CONCLUSIONS

• « v.Uoppler radar is am effective method of measuring the drop- 
size distrilDutidn above the ground. From measurements with Soppier 
.• radar a continuous array of -drop̂ size distributions can be easily 
calculated for any level below the' melting band provided, the verti
cal air motion is known oris negligibly small, '

Caution should be used in interpreting space changes' in the 
drop-size distribution because of the effects of variation in the 
rainfall intensity. Even under supposedly steady rain conditions 
the rainfall rate is variable and seemingly large modifications of 
the drop-site distribution in the vertical are often only a result 
ot porting; of :the, drops; by wind shear,: . u t.'

■ The effects of evaporation ©h the drop-size distribution on 
December 15> 1961 is not obvious mainly because of the lack of data 
in the region where evaporation has the largest effect. The broad
ening of the drop-size distributions by coalescence is obvious with 
the number of drops larger than Zuwn. diameter increasing with de
creasing height. : These observations support the theoretical work 
done by .tiasbtt" and 'Eamanadham, and by Rigby, Marshall., and Hitsch-



: • ■ v The Doppler radar built at the University of Arizona offers
opportunities for research in many aspects of radar meteorology« 
Measurement of the -drbp-size distribution is only one capability, of 
the radaf set.; In addition, measurements can be made of the air 
velocity in' precipitation areas. ’ With■the antenna pointing vertically 
measurements can be made Of the vertical air' velocity in showers and ■ , 
thunderstorms. ’ • . ’ , ; •

Since, December, 19615 many modifications have been made in the 
radar set and several new units have been added to the display system. 
It is now possible, through the use of a test set, to measure the sig
nal .strength and thus determine v- more precisely. This information 
allows the.direct calculation of the drop-size distribution in known 
volumes of air. . , ' ' " ■ ’ ■
, ■ By making measurements, during, a .storm, on.which the freezing

level is not as low as it was on December 1$. 1961, more can be 
learned.about themodifications of the drop-size distribution in the 
vertical. Simultaneous observations of the cloud base and:rainfall
rate at the ground will make the data more meaningful. ; . ' .



Fig, 1. A-scope photograph for the pulsed-Doppler radar 
showing the signal intensity as a function of range.

+7 +5 +3 +1 +0.5 -05 -I -3 -5 -7
VERTICAL VELOCITY-M/SEC

Fig. 2 . Facsimile sheet photograph for the pulsed-Doppler 
radar showing the signal intensity (voltage) as a function 
of height, time, and velocity.
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P'ig. 3. Enlarged diagram of facsimile sheet showing one 
sweep from 500 to 10,000 feet. The length of each line, 
minus the noise, is proportional to the signal strength in 
volts.
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Big. 4. Variation in back-scattering of a melting ice 
sphere as a function of the melted mass. The vertical axis 
is the ratio of the back-scattering cross section of a melt
ing particle to that of a water particle of the same mass. 
The horizontal axis is the ratio of the melted mass of the 
particle to the total mass. Ryde*s curve represents calcu
lations for a homogeneous mixture of water and ice while the 
Aden-Kerker curve, representing the work done by Langleben 
and Gunn (1952), assumes that as the particle melts a film 
of water develops on a solid core of ice.
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Fig. 5. Height-time record obtained with a vertically 
pointing radar. The distance scale was computed on the 
basis of the 18,000 foot wind (assumed generating level) of 
63 mi/hr. Courtesy Stormy Weather Research Group, McGill 
University.

500

Fig. 6. 500 mb contours for 1200Z (0500 MST), December
15, 1961.
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Fig, 7, Radar drop-size distribution in the layer 2000 
to 2500 ft. The measurements were made at 1230.2 MST.
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Fig, 8. Drop-size distributions for four different rainfall 
rates calculated from the equation = N, e'A . From 
Marshall and Palmer (1948).
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Fig. 9. Superposition of the radar drop-size distribution 
curve for the layer 2000 to 2500 ft. on the curve of the 
observed distribution of raindrops at the ground. The 
vertical scale corresponds to the number per cubic meter 
for the surface distribution but is the relative number for 
the drop-size distribution in the layer 2000 to 2500 ft.
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Fig. 10. Tots.1 relative echo power in decibels normalized to 2250 ft. a a function of time.
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Fig. 11. Radar drop-size distributions measured on December 15, 1961. N, is the 
number per cubic meter for N equal to 3.0 x 10"20. The solid, dotted, and 
dashed curves represent the distributions in the layers 2000 to 2500 ft., 2500 
to 3000 ft., and 3000 to 3500 ft. respectively.
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Fig. 12. Modification of the size distribution of rain
drops by evaporation and coalescence. Curve (a) is an 
assumed logarithmic distribution just below the melting 
level. Curve (b) is the calculated distribution at a level 
2 km below (a), taking into account the combined effects 
of evaporation and coalescence. From Mason and Ramanadham 
(1954).
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